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Hammers Accompany
- Tower Hall’s Chimes
KATIo
La Torre’s ix...him. hitting the
quarter hour, is mire again accompanied by other signs of life in
Tower liall. Corridors where students gathered until the ivycovered structure was closed in
1983 now echo the pounding of
wrecker’s hammers.
Soon ball and ihain will stilke
down the entire complex texcept

the Tower itself and Morris Bailey
auditorium,. ending the long and
sentiment -laden history of the dignified building.
’rower Hall was erected in 1910,
tour years after an earthquake
leveled its predecessor.
At ceremonies to lay the cornet’stone in 1909, Ellwood Cubherley,
a Stanford educator, is reported
to have remarked that the earth-

n

Lewis

IT’S FINALLY COMING DOWNAfter nearly two years of
lengthy debates, negotiations and student referendums, Tower
Hall must face its doom. Workers from Herwig of California, a
Campbell construction firm, began operations to demolish the
54-year-old building this week. The southwest portion of Tower
Hall, where this worker is shattering plaster, is the starting point
of the demolition.

Week-long Oriental Festival
Scheduled by Sangho Club
Till’

i,hIhIh.i I III -I 1..1 111 11 S
inierestiil in oriental (Idiom and
is sponsoring
wix-k-long festival of Japanese
lit Iflt Irian Sunday. Oct. 18.
,If the 1110i1) porposes III the
bistival, acrording to Will David,
publieity chairman of the club, is
to raise funds to bring prominent
lecturers in Asian philosophy and
culture to San Jose State College.
The weeks’ events will start on
Sunday with a reception and Japanese tea in III at 2:30.
Monday evening, an Aikido demonstration will be followed by ’The
Gate of Hell," an award winning
Japanese classic film, beginning at
7:30 in Concert Hall. Aikido, according to David, is one of the
"martial arts" of Japan; it is very
formal and clisciplined, yet II very
eft icient type of defense.
Tuesilm at 3:30 p.m. 1)1’.
Smiders, a ’101111 eVrilliniSt, will
,.’ia I iii 1apatiise rerainies in PM
That evenntli it 7:30 in the
caletiii la. lte, Phillip K. Eiriniann,

from the Buddhisi Tpinpip m San
}Jose will speak and demonstrate
the Japanese flower arranging.
IA fashion show and a film on
the "kimono" will be shown on
’Thursday evening at X in Concert
11;i11. Selections on the koto
stringed instrument with 13 silk
Owe:nisi will be played by Mrs.
:Kashyuko Muramoto and her Koto
:Studio.
The climax of the week will
come on Saturday with a perform: anee by the famed kotoist Kimio
li:to and the Hayanagi dance
:troupe. Kimio Eto, according to
!David, is world renowned for his
fluency with the koto and is a most
remarkable man considering that
:he has been blind since he was five
years old.
Tickets are now available at the
Student Affairs Business Office
for $1.50 to students for the whole
week. 50 cents for an Aikido dem
onst ration, 50 cogs for Om kimono
Ennio Eto
Show and $1 tor
recital.

World Wire
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SAN lell:NCISCO 11.111: The U.S. Secret Servire
a
warning here yesterday that numerofis counterfeit $20 bills are
hem:: passed in Northern Californa, apparently by a nationwide ring.
III I, Ilantain, loral secret serViee tiller, ’,Oil more than 200
coutorriiit hills h., c hero passed during the past month in Northern
.\
:io showed up giiring the past month in Northern
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KRITONS CAST RALIA/TS TOIMY
1.( INIX)N I UPI I Ilritaires parliamentary election campaign
rinsed yesterday with both the ruling t’onservatives and the opposithin !Asir party conceding ft close race,
Spokesmen for high parties said the Liberals, smallest of Britain’s
three major political parties, might tip the balance in the voting
today. Not since 1950 has the outcome of a parliamentary general
election been more in doubt.

spatial.

quake made a place for "one of the
finest buildings for Normal School
purposes in the world. It is fitting,"
he said. "that we should have a
school in the type of the old Franciscan fathers -a Misson school."
NORMAL SCHOOL
The new Normal School, as SJS
was then called, opened to more
than 600 students and a faculty of
39 on Sept. 20, 1910.
At the time the San Jose Mermiry wrote: "the building’s style
is the art nouveau, and combines
examples of the Moorish, Gothic,
Spanish, Renaissance and Mission
schools." The Mercury also stated.
"it is the largest reinforced concrete school building to be found
anywhere."
Closed in April, 1963, because it
was deemed unsafe in event of
earthquakes, the ivy-covered complex met its doom last January
when the State Board of Trustees
and the State Department of Finance decided to raze Tower Hall.
ALUMNI WORK
William J. li:ekert, past national
president of the SJS Alumni Association, pleaded to save the complex on behalf of SJS students, faculty and alumni before the Board
of Trustees last December. Tower
Hall, he said "was the traditional
ivy-covered college building. Its inner quad held the sanctity of tradition.... Through the years Ilw
college grew and prospered, and
with it the stature and prestige of
’l’ower HMI.’
Final decision was a "one
pnimise: raze the romplez hut renovate the Tower and Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
Tower Hall is expected to Ile
leveled in three months, and the
area it occupies will be landscaped.
But the carillon will still ring from
the Tower.

Student -Faculty
Panel Discussions
To Begin Friday
.1 icictit’
’The fall program of ilo Violins, Open End begins Friday
Cafe
at 7;30 p.m. in the
leria. "The TOWee List: Its Place
On Campus" will be the subject
of the discussion.
Open End Is a bi-weekly Friday
night discussion tinder the leadership of Dr. Itieltard Tansey, professor of art and Dr. Amnon
rioldworth, assistant professor of
philosophy. The coneept "open
end" permits members of the audience to become members of the
panel because the panel is constantly rotating.
Participating on the panel will
be Larry Gooding, president of
Tau Delta Phi, men’s scholastic
fraternity; Dr. Albert Porter, associate professor of business; Jack
Pierce, associate professor of anthropology; Dr. Snell Putney, Associate professor of sociology: Dr.
Curt Stafford, head of the testing
office and Gene Lokey. junior representative and coordinator of
Open End,

Bookstore ’Sagging,
New One Advocated

DORM RALLY ROLLS TONIGHT
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quote for present student needs.

ALL ABOARD for the study break rally dance that is being
held tonight between the men’s and women’s dorms at 9. Rally
Committee members who are working on the event include
Bonnie Drury, Jim Commendatore, Waller Hadeee, Wilbur
Jones, Carol Cusarna, Judy Proctor, Lorre Bernadas, Cathy
Conolino, Stuart Cook, Doug Warner and Joe Antognini.
A "study break" rally dune... is SC11141111141 1.111. tonight at ti
between the men’s and women’s dorm.
The rally will he held to kick off the S.IS Parents’ Day
football game Saturday against Washington State.
The Invaders, a siirf stomping ensemble, will provide dance
music.
KIS pep band will assist
leaders and song girls in enhancing Sparta’s spirit for Satorday’s game.
Folk singers and skits ii ill lie inclialed in the entertainment.
Rally Commitlei has planned a shun tor
:it’d reports
students should watch Si’;,’ ilk Street
Cathy Coriiilino. poldmily chairman_ has asked that students wear white to the flame Saturday and sil in the specified
section
ill

Netherlands Professor Links
Weather Changes to Man
Ifis7 1411.1. 111,044’
Dr. Soler: W. Tromp, aided liN7
projected graphs, linked seasonal
weather changes with variations in
everything from human ment:11
10
11111k
IiIlIiI’Iihiti iii

’Love, Courf ship,

Marriage’ Talk
Tonight in Chapel
lir

%% Mimi,

It dl

dairy cattle, yesterday morning
a Concert Hall lecture.

SACKING FLOORS
"The floors are sagging, it’s too
congested, and the bookstore is
losing money because of inefficiency", Pisano declared.
He wants council to consider his
proposal to include a new 30.000 ft.
bookstore in Union building plans.
The proposed bookstore would
eost $960,000 a nd increase the
Union’s total cost from $3.6 million
to nearly $4.5 million, Pisan explained.
Floor space of the Union would
also be increased from 123,000 ft.
to 153,000 ft, under Pisano’s pro-

The speaker, head of the Biometeorological . Research Center,
University of Leiden. Netherlands.
explained it is "difficult to prove
ii iii effects id weather on man,"
-o tanily pointed out It col,
..iii
exists between increased
Herter of disease and fluctua,,..as in weather conditions.
"Studies demonstrate that. will,
..trong
differenem
seasonal
changes even OCCI11* in basic
eimiptments and metabolism."

I
Dr. Tromp also spoke of micro
Memorial clilliatie conditions the houses and
Chapel tonight at 7. The talk is factories we live and work in. He
being sponsored by Ilie Baptist pointed nut relationships between
Student Center. All interi-Jej siii_ steel factory ifecidents and inside
temperature, and a reaction speed
dents all. InVdell lit ;11011d, ...test at a Munich fair that showed
cording to R. J. Mann, presideni -specific days with thermal winds
of the organization.
:in.’ the presence of certain electric
Dr. Preston, a retired school liartieles" irduced reaction time
teacher and administrator, is a ;is much as 30 per cent.

deliver a Speeril tta
ship and

Marriage" at

well-known speaker and conference leader on vocational guidance,
youth problems and
Christian
ideals.

Slides were shown of sealed
tanks, seating up to eight persons,
I used by Dr. Tromp in varying climatic conditions for asthma vicIle is author of "God Ilas Some- I tims. The tanks act as treatment ,
thing Great for You,
"Church : centers as well as performing ti
Loyalty" and numerous pamphlets. research function.

A new Cotalli id interviews for
prospective members of ASH committees will begin today in the
College Union, 315 S. Ninth St.
The graduate representative post,
still vacant, also will be open for
interviews on Thursday, 3-5 p.m.
Students interested in serving on
rommii tees can obtain aPPligationa
and sign up for an interview in the

Candidate
To Speak

sAlleIKTV I’M Tot!
"Structural engineers have told
us that if we put any more weight
I lost airs we mold surtiass the
18-Berry,
presidential
safety factor and I don’t like to candidate of the Stsialist Workers
think \111:11
result mold be," he Party, will speak today at 3730
slated.
in TII55
’Die speech is sponsored by Toward an Active Student Community (TASC) on Ix-half of the Committee for Socialist Action fCSA
nhich recent ly submit Ind apeti
tam to the administration request
.irig campits recognition.
I According to (’Si’, chairman
About 500 of tlie expected 600 1Peer Vint her, DeBerry is the
"first Negro in U.S. history to be
freshman voters went to the prgls
i chosen by a political party as its
yesterday to elect four representa- !candidate for president."
tives to Student Council, according IDel-terry, :19, is a native of Holly
to Ken Lane, Election Board chair- iSprings, Miss. His campaign lit- erature describes him as "a house
man.
I.painter, an active union member,
Voting continues until 7:30 toand a delegate to the founding
night at voting booths located in
conventions of the Negro 11,abor
front of the Cafeteria and BookCongress and the Negro Amerieaft
store and between the Men’s Gym
Labor Council.’’
and PER Building.
The SWP plat form calls for
Eighteen students, the largest
-nationalization of all basic indusnumber of freshmen in SJS histries and natural resources;" Mitory, are running for the four
me ((ate government. construction
scats.
I of ’20 million Imv rent housing
limits; armed forces revision.s including the rights of free speech
and assemhly, collective bargain.
ing and election of olficers; and
-jobless benefits for every WOrit,1
al bill onion

frosh Voting
To End Today

Role of Advertising in News
I
news editor; and the advisers
ol the editorial and advertising
staffs. At this meeting the people
work out problems that may exist.
They also discuss operating proltetinCeS and cheek hir overlapping
It is the advertising staff, however, that determines the moot,’
of issues that will he printed Miring the year and the size of each
paper.
DUMMY
Before the paper is planned Iii
the editorial staff, they must receive a dummy or page offline,
from the advertising manager. This
dummy will have the space designated for the ads.
There are no tricks when it

ASB Posts
Still Open

He emphasized that Spartan
union.
Shops, Inc., bookstore owners,
Interviews for t It e following
would completely finance the projcommittees Will ht. held at the
ect.
slated t Imes
None of the money originally
Today, 1-3 p.m.
voted by students last year for the
Inter-Cultural Steering CointnitUnion would be used for the new
tee.
bookstore.
Rally Committee.
Awards Board.
LOGICAL PLACE
Orientation Committee,
mgiral plaee for a new bookstore, Pisano said, would he in the
Today, 3-5 p.m.
Lecture Committee
new Union since it would he eonRecognition Commute.venient to students, and expansion
Graduate tteprryditative to Stuor the Present one is not possible.
li:xpansion is impossible lieeaUSP dent Council.
Fairness Committee
of the Master Plan which ealls for
Tuesday, 01.1, III
a Central Library immediately beSpiwtan From’ the Start, 1-3 pm.
hind Spartan Bookstore,
Art Planning Committee. 3-5
Roger Matzen, Union direetor,
explained that most major college p.m.
Freshman Camp commit lee. 1-5
Unions throughout the country
have bookstores included in them. p.m.
Harry Wincroth, bookstore manager, said later that Pisan "really
hit the nail on the head" when he
in said the bookstore was inadequate
and "sagging."

Free Press a Dream

By St
WADE
II Is not uncommon to hear people refer to America’s free press.
However, printing a newspaper is
it long way from being free. It
takes more than just articles and
photos before a newspaper can be
printed. It takes money.
This year the Spartan Daily was
alloted $26,250 from the ASH.
That. however, will only be about
one-fourth of the amount of money
that will he needed to put out the
133 issues. The rest of the money
comes from advertising.
Each week there is it Joint meeting between Janet Braun, advertising manager: William Watson, editor of Spartan Daily; Richard

II.ip-itig

di,earded. Bob
ioresideni, reported to
-twient Connell s e..Aer,IA% Afternoon.
IICW 1100kAtire, More than dim bk. illy present 111$1 size,
1..
ilie existing one Si III be 1111111 11110 ale $36 mill’
"Ile;4 t
Pisan propopp(1
The chief executive reported that Spartan hookAure’s 12,0041
of space is completely Made- I
*
* *

to advertising other than
always trying to create a new idea.
;list one of the JON if the
That
28 people on the staff.
’rho. nand HISO sell spare, do
las outs, write copy and read proof.
fit a rough estimate, about 85 per
emit of the advertising that appears in the paper comes from
Meld mei...hunts; about 11 per cent
is national advertising; and about
I per cent is classified. However,
the greatest amount of money for
;in inch of advertistig in one column is charged by the classified
ads. However, In a classified ad
more type is set to a column inch
than a local ad where more white
space is used.

EaCil day the ad staff. like 7
editorial staff, begins with
tique of their work. The
of the advertising staff are
judged on the number of in..
r 1111 ,1,1,11,,..1
they sell
rill.fS
1 St 1’10,11, I
A new pi,
the all stall this 111N I 1,41(
ads that appear in the paper INC
mg the week will be judged
such things as originality, ntaki
anti creativity by the menthe.
the staff and an "Ad of the Wi
will be chosen.
The advertising staff tries to
professional methods and ;o,
professional standards.
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Latest Sex Text Termed
’Funny,’ ’Unbelievable’

Ly "CHARLIE" JOW
feature editor

7

s

It CAN happen here. It has happened here.
Adolph Hitler has been reincarnates’. This is not a personal
attack on any candidate in the upcoming election lit seems people
can’t mention political extremes nowadays without raising heated
emotions); it has to do with a true-to-life plot which came to light
yesterday :thermion in the Lone Star state.
It seems modern day brownshirts have iwen regrouping, and
the 1131 uncovered their plot, along with a machine gun, a field
mortar, a rocket launcher, high powered rifles and 20,000 rounds of
ammunition. NU flags, uniforms and portraits of Adolph Hitler
also were among the confiscated goads. The find was made in Corpus
Christi. ’rex., where President Johnson is due Sunday fur a campaign
slop. The FBI alleges there was an assassination plot.
It’s terrifying to think there are vestiges of terror left over
from the last world war. Just think of all the uncovered plots anti
arsenals this anti other terror groups have.
Much has been said about the present campaign’s "hate factor."
Some would have us believe the gentleman from Arizona Ls
the epitome of all the evil that ever was perpetrated on earth. His
mune has been connected with the Ku Klux Klan, atomic annihilation, and racism in recent months. At the end of the summer, civil
rights fanatics coined a new phrase frequently. "Goldwaterism," ii
seems, has come to be synonymous with "race hatred."
People are e%en willing to hate FOR the Republican candidate.
Never have political arguments been so violent as this year as when
the right, middle and left factions air their views. People resort to
name-calling to try to emphasize their views. A person voting Republican this fall may be called "fascist," and if the voter is for
the Democratic ticket, the magic word is "commie," or "socialist,’
or "pilaus"
However, a close examination of the events of the current eleelion will reveal there is as much if not more hatred against the
Arizona senator than for. The "love mongers" of the left (as opposed, we surmise, to the hate mongers of the right) are not so
lovable as one might be led to believe.
Vandals have been having field days in campaign headquarters
this year, and there have been far more reports of destruction in
Republican than in Democratic headquarters. Bumper stickers have
been ripped off cars %s it h regularity.
Liberals seethe v.ith hate at the mere mention of the Arizonan.
And there are the slogans.
"I Like Ike" and "Win with Wilkie" have been replaced by
contemporary slogans that appear on car bumpers and in living
MOM windows. "Bury Goldwater" is one of the milder, mentionable
phrases. "Bilge Water." "In Your Heart You Know lie’s Wrong,"
and "Barely Holdwater" are some printable clauses.
Anti-Guldwaterites seem to be practicing what they claim their
opposition is preaching. It is hard to be tolerant of one who is in
such opposition to the views a person feels are right (excuse me,
r’iti’t’ecti.

SFIL;2tan
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USE YOUR HANDS FOR SHAKING!

Not for getting writer’s cramps A typewriter is both faster and rmater For cor
ven’vr . try a portable An effective tool to combat late work don at school
. portables start at $19 95 with special student rts
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Dr. Hodges Authors

Book on Social Class
By CAROLYN CLAll’s
"Social Stratification: Class in
America," the latest book by
Dr. Harold M. Hodges, associate
professor of sociology, went tin
sale yesteisiay at local bookstores.
The 307 -page text reflects the
recent trend in sociology toward
more humanistic approaches.
According to Dr. IfixIges, sociologists no longer can "look at

4060.

2)ailli

DR. HAROLD HODGES
. . . authors book
people as mere digits that can
be pigeon-holed on IBM cards
as this or that type.
"We must," he observed, "pay
particlar heed to the idiosyncratic features of personality."
Dr. Hodges noted that sociologists are now "looking more
closely at and learning more
about such things as poverty and
what it means to be impoverished, at bigotry and what it
means to be a Negro or Puerto
Rican, and at the cold realities

i,1 drug addictiiin, alcoholism,
delinquency and war."
The text focuses on American
eral coverage of Western European societies. It covers such
subjects as the myth of classlessness, the history of stratification,
ineasuring social class, the nature of social cliques, relationships of social class anti personality characteristics and social mobility.
In "Social Stratification," Dr.
Hodges views social class as a
"distinct reality which embraces
the fact that people live, eat,
play, mate, dress, work and
thing at contrasting anti dissimilar levels. These levels --social
clussesare the blended products of shared and analogous occupational orientations, educational backgrounds, economic
wherewithal and life experiences."
Dr. Hodges, who received his
A.B., M.A., and Ph.D. from the
University of Southern California, resides in Saratoga with his
wife, Betty, and two sons.
"Social Stratification," along
with his two other books, "Peninsula People," 1963, and "Education and Society," 1963, which
he co-authored with W. Warren
Kallenback, associate professor
of education at SJS, are now on
display at the Spartan Bookstore.
Plans are being completed to
Issue Dr. Hodges’ latest text in
paperback form in Spring, 1965.

By BILL LEONARD
Gael Greene’s "Sex and the
College Girl," touted by cover
blurbs as ". . . the sensational
report horn the American coed
on campus sexual life . . ." is
now available at most news
stands.
The book will, because of its
content and cover blurb’s, most
likely make a great deal of money for both the author and tlic
publisher.
Sometimes, funny, frequently
unbelievable, the tome reads
like the unexpurgated confessions of 681 later-day Fanny
Ifills. As the title suggests, Miss
Greene’s study is laden with
sex, sex, and more sex flout
cover to cover.
’GUIDE TO OBSESSION’
The table of contents reads
like a modern college man’s
guide to obsession:
Chapter 2. College: Challenge
to Chastity. hi love you for experimental reasons.)
Chapter 3. Geography of the
Sex Revolution. (Marshmallow
hung llp on a hot volcano.)
Chapter 6, Sex as Hobby, Obsession. Part-time Professhin.
("Are you a %irgin?" "Not yet."I
Chapter it. Babies and Alan-lions. (A Visit to a Shy Abortionist.1
INTERVIEWS
Comments by the interviewees
range from ’’I don’t know any
virgins in my milieu" to "You’ve
heard, of course, about our annual convention - the United
Virgins of America? We had 10
call it off last year because I
broke my leg and the other
girl couldn’t come."
Miss Greene fire.– every weap
its an effort
on in her it
to make the reader believe that
till coeds of the 1960’s are very
"cool" (her terminology) about
sex, and that almost all coeds
are caught tip in a nation-whle
backlash against "inidille-class
morality."
EFFORT FAILS
For this reader, at least, Miss
Greene’s effort fails. Her effort
fails because, as any pollster
will tell you, people who are being interviewed will not tell you
what you want to hear, but what
they think you want to hear.
Her effort fails because her
past experience as a feature
writer for the New York Post
and the United Press hardly
qualify her as a sociologist
capable of undertaking a serious
work on the moral life of Betty
Coed.
Finally, her effort fails as a
meaningful sociological commentary because, as she says in her
introduction: "There are statistics here, but none is culled
from this research."
" If you want to read an in -

Alan Parker, co-ordinator for
the Democratic Party Johnson.
Humphrey presidential campaign
in Santa Clara County will speak
today in ED100 at the SJS Democratic Club meeting at 4:30 p.m.
A Santa Clara County delegate to both the 1960 and the

1964 Democratic National Conventions, Parker is acting treasurer of the California Democratic Council, and was a co-ordinator for the Kennedy -Johnson
campaign in 1960.

tellectual version of True Confessions, then this one is for
you. If not, save your money.

Hubbard’s Cupboard
STAMPS AND COINS
17 W. San Fernando

Smart Birds Wear
Their Contact
Lenses
Sipmethnes a mechanieal difficulty that son rims 1101 really,’
catt present Sic,, trims %searing
contact Ieneee. Von alas.
tcsi so- is problem sse van correet,
t’ontacts are an Invemement.
Make Ilse etto..11 ler \ lairs.

The Con t act Len s Ccin
123 South 3rd St.

Master

JEWLI.EltS
Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297 0920

The

Nett’

look in design at

Santa Clara County’s most
fashionable jeuAry stores

ILI

PIROUETTE

PRICES

PROM

Does/
this (
spot \\
feel sticky?

TERMS GLADLY

Master
JEWELERS

NEITHER DOES OLD SPICE STICK DEODORANT
Dries as it applies ... in seconds. And stays dry! Gives
you fast ... comfortable ... dependable deodorant
protection. Lasting protection you can trust. Try it.
Old Spice Stick Deodorant for Men. 1.00 plus tax.

Ski Club Plans Trip
The ski club will hitIrl its first
ice skating trip to the Berkeley
Iceland on Oct. 16. Cost of the
trip will he $1 for members and
$2 for non-members.
The transportation service will
he provided, which leaves 4th
Street at 6:30 p.m.
Those interested should sign
up in the Students Affairs Business Office.

72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

ZWIZJIZ
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Music and
Entertainment
Nightly

Monday thru Thursday
6 P.M. to 8 P.M.
Beer 20c a Glass
$1.00 Per Pitcher
Sunday 3 P.M. to 6 P.M.

7:1
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Happy Hour

TS1

MEE TO $1800

You are cordially inrited to visit our
Bridal Registry and ore our 22 new pat.
terns in Chinaware, featuring * Syracuse
Fine China * Crystal Stemware by
Holmegaard * Bodo ( runt

WCzYZZIAlUal2a411A3Wri&A

Takes ’Practical
Point of View’
Editor:
The Rumford Law has many
moralistic anti religious overtones. But let’s look at it from
a practical point of view.
Under the Rumford Law, more
Negroes are buying more houses.
When more Negroes buy houses,
the demand for property is
higher. So property values are
high now.
Proposition 14 would restrict
the number of homes available
In buyers. Thus houses would be
harder to sell, and property valIleti would go down.
Right now, property values
are high tinder the Rumford
Law, To preserve these values
and the law, we should vote NO
on 1.1.
Scott Wallace
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Demo Campaigne r To Speak

Thrust and Parry
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SCOTT ZIMME-RMAN’S LANCERS DISCOUNT
THIS THURSDAY
TO SJS STUDENTS
Jam Session
ON ALL
Every Sunday
PIZZA ORDERS
417 SO. FIRST STREET

4)1(iisaforaotrit Traryr

PHONE 294-1454
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for the
price of

1

/

SLACK SALE
v,1

AITGEEN’S
121 S. 4th

(across from

SJS library)

iiiiiininumanunfinuotwionionimoilemosi

ENTIRE STOCK OF
PLAIN FRONT SLACKS

from $12.95 to $24.95
Two May Participate
Half Off with a Friend
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30% 50e/0 off on
Complete

Stock of

Sports Clot:ling &

Athletic Suppiies & Equipment -

Arcbery -

Mountain Climbing Gear - Water

Fri

Oct. 16

Equipment

Ski Clothing &

Malt & Acce,,sor;es

9:00 A.M.-9:00 P.M.

-

Sat., Oct. 17 ...9:00 A.M.-9:00 P.M.

San Jo!-.e, Calif.

Sun., Oct. 18.11:00 A.M.-4:00 P.M.

(Across tram
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Exciting
New
Designs
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True artistry is expressed in the brilliant
fashion styling of every Keepsake diamond engagement ring. Each setting is a masterpiece of
design, reflecting the full brilliance and beauty
of the center diamond...a perfect gem of flawless clarity, fine color and meticulous modern cut.
111111111111111_

The name, Keepsake, in the ring and on the
tag is your assurance of fine quality and lasting
satisfaction. Your very personal Keepsake is
awaiting your selection at your
Keepsake jeweler’s store. Find
him in the yellow pages under
"jewelers." Prices from $100
to $2500. Rings enlarged to
show beauty of detail.(9Trademark registered.

. .
l’ATOE-111\01t,V5
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G
SRS114
001,031101,
15.95

4.

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send flew 20 -rage booklet, "How To Plan
Your Engagement and Wedding" and new I 2-pagt
full color folder, both for only 25e. Also, send
special offer of beautiful 44 -page Bride’s Book.
Hams
Adiress
IlIllIllIllIll ill

,.gol Koodireplog
’’
’loos um.

_ Co_
City _____
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, SYRACUSE, N.Y. 13202
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DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE: FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

Store!
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249 So. 2nd Street
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Equipment

Tennis

771-47’444n
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SIX lit t he 12 caniinei sororities
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are commonly knonn lm
Creck
Alpha Chi Oitieti is railed A
Chi 0, anti the ladies of Alpha
are eritnmonly culled
Omicron
A 0 Pi’s. Chi Omega is simplj
chi 0, Delta Gamma is 1)C.,
Della Z1-‘1111, is 1)Z and Kappa
Delta is ED.
Gamma Phi Deli is called
GilITIMil Phi trhyme, mm Oh IMMI.
but Alpha Phi I rhines with teal
is still Alpha Phi.
liappli Alpha Theta Is usually
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’It’s Greek to Me’ Takes
On New College Meaning
lt .1 si. iito
The Oki 11i111,11 .. .1, , "11’S
Greek to me" bikes ii, n411111,11:11
meaning in college.
Many Greek houses are commonly known by their letters.
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
goes by the initials of ATo. and
Delta Sigma Phi is known as
DSP or Delta Sig, Delta Upsilon
ronou need yoop-si-lon I is
called simply DU, and members
of Sigma Alpha Epsilon are
known as SAE’s.
Sigma Phi Epsilon men are
nationally known as Sig Ep’s.
and members of Sigma Alpha
Mu fraternity tire called Sammy’s.
Sitt,ina ( ’hi t pr0nimil11.11 " i"
Sigma No, Si!Miii Pi, ’Meld
and Theta Xi t pronsimiced
I:0 undisguised by their

PADMI DAILYS

Timmins, Oct

IN SANTA CLARA STEVENS CREEK PLAZA
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Tough WSU Here Saturday’

YOU CAN HELP
DEFEAT
PROPOSITION 14

KY DAVE PA% \
11.1111 Sports Editor

Precinct \\ rL
Place: Campus tin i-tian Center
& San Carlos Sts.
Time:

Saturday
Sunday

9:30 a.m.
.

2:00 p.m.
111 p.m.

Oct. 19-291

ii1/1

NON PARTISAN
P10114).1110\ II
1,1 5i..
\ .10,1

*’ W
,,1 State’s unprediet* able Coug;irs. fresh from 50-0
* thrashing of hapless University of
* the Pacific, will invade Spartan
Stadium Saturday night in what
ta looks to be SJS’s stiffest test to
* date.
The only comparison that can be
* made between the two teams is
their meetings with Stanford ear* lier in the season.
WSU defeated the Indians in the
* last minute of play, 29-23, in its
* first game of the year at Spokane.
SJS lost to Stanford the following
* week, 10-8, in a game the "local
* 11" could have just as easily won
*,

(bar a couple of refsi, That’s loot- same type of defense from WSU
they faced against Stanford.
ball,
As for SJS’s defense, this may
and Arizona hold 1961
wins over the Cougars, giving them he its ticket to a win. Idaho, Stanford, and Montana St. have mall
an overall 2-2 record.
San Jose is going to have to aged only three touchdowns, too
generate a more rigid offense if field goals, and three P.A.T.’s I,
they expect to win Saturday’s 27 points against the Spartans.
SJS, idle last weekend, spein
game. This is the feeling of the
coaching staff, especially head last week drilling on offense and
this week on both tlefense and ofmentor Bob Titchenal.
"We’re adding more plays to the fense. according to the Spartan
offense that are variations to what boss.
we already have," stated Titch.
Slight injuries occurred to Jinn
"We’ll also throw the ball. This Cadile and Ed Titus during pracseems to me the best thing we’re
tice sessions. They are expected 6,
adapted to."
Saturday, however.
play
the
that
Titchenal indicated
Spartans can expect about the

4-
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Guitar Special

$17"
Rounded Hole

6 String

Steel Strings

Patented Pegs

Camp/ iiitmic Co.
36

60 So. hi

’alley Fair

I.

FRESHMEN *

VOTE on October 14th and 15th
for

RICHARD SIROTT

EL RANCHO ROPICAIR

Alma and Almaden Road 294-2041

"Fall of the Roman Empire"
"PATSY"

1168 Alum Rock Avenue

FRESHMAN REPRESENTATIVE

North Screen
"SEDUCERS"

STUDIO

"THE LONELY SEX"

396 South First
292-6770
"FAIL SAFE"
"MOUSE THAT ROARED"
STUDENT RATE

8E
SURE
TO
VOTE

"Fight Greek control
of student government!"

South Screen
"HOUSE IS NOT A HOME"
"ZULU"

BASED ON THE TRUE STORY
OF AMERICA’S MOST FAMOUS
MADAM!

No. 16

on your ballot

SAN JOSE STATE’S hopes for a win over Washington State
Saturday night might well hinge on the passing of quarterback
Ken Berry, The SJS signal caller broke the Spartan pass completion record three weeks ago against Stanford, connecting 19
times in 32 attempts.

Friday
VA Theater

RENT A

TYPEWRITER
.Stmli.rtt Heal’s

3 mos. 18
Shelley
Winters
Co -Hit

USE OUR "RI \ I
TO OWN" PLAN

Broderick
Crawford

Sean Connery
WOMAN
OF STRAW

Robert
Taylor

BUSINESS MACHINES
AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT

170

South Second

LUCKY PIERRE

Poloists Play
Long Beach
I he
During the next III
Spartan water 1)1)1(110 Is will face
the most difficult schedule of any
water polo team in the nation.
They travel to Long Beach this
weekend where they will play
long Beach State, the pre-season
for national champion.
t ’,rile
t,xt weekend they play Stanford.
,..111171711 champion last year. and
ugoslavia, favored to win the
’/Iympic competition, on two sue,
nights.
The Spartans du not play Long
leach until Satordav at II a.m.,
hut will have a warin-up against
weak Pomona College, Friday night
at Pomona. Pi1111017a is the top team
in its league but Coach Walton expects the game to be a breather
for San Jose State.
Walton has concentrated on defense every 1)11)11 (’1’ session this
week. The Spartans have demonstrated they C011 sVeltte against the
best teams in the U.S., such as the
Olytnpie Club. hut thwarting the
Long lieileh amid( is his main
concern.
"In the early season. the defense
ofis usually miles ahead id
fense," said Walton, "hut it would
he erroneous to assume this is true
III our leant this season.
"I was immensely pleased at OUP
shutout last week. We played a defensive game throughout and still
managed to score 12 goals.
"The outstanding player for Long
Beach is Bill Birch, Birch, also an
outstanding swimme r, at tended
Los Altos flight School and Foothill College.
11,,
Long Iimich, tinflefeat
3var, has the distinction id 111111,
the only team in the nation to
schedule and Will a triple header.
Walt on said the one advantage
he will miss sorely is the home
crowd. "The water polo home
games have been well -attended
this year and their supptwt has encouraged the entire team."
The Yugoslavia Olympic team
which visits the Spartan Pool on
Oct. 24th, has won its first two
games this year and is the favored
team to capture the gold medal.

Volleyball Today
Man’s best friend, and dog.
When you want the best, friend, get Lucky
and enjoy the beer beer -drinkers drink!

The two-man intramural volleyball tournament begins today on
all outside courts.
Players should check the schedule and location of games on the
Intlletin hoard in the Men’s Gym.
standing 20 feet away from the
net, and have perfected the difficult corner shut,

Hi! I’m Archy McDonald

HUNGRY?
HAVE A TREAT!

44k,,

GO TO
McDonald’s FOR A.
PURE BEEF HAMBURGER
right off the (toll Ill a plump, toasted bon

TRIPLE THICK SHAKE
Ill ttl’ttt’ ... creamy Itis,cious to the very last drop
GOLDEN BROWN FRENCH FRIES
Piping 1101 and dime

II)

44,

crisp perfection

Home of America’s
favorite hamburgers...
more than a BILLION sold!
Look for the Goldcti Arches’"

McDonald’s 44’
Chic Sonetd’s Coro., 1,64

your

.
pot 7.M. U.S. Pat. OIL McDonIrr

Corp.

address inserted hero
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Editor’s not, This is the second of
two articles about SJS golfer Terry
Small I9-yaanold sophomore who won
the 1564 NCAA golf championship
last lune at Colorado Springs. Colo.
redo.

was ready to trounce any opponent.
And he did. Small, 19-year-old
SJS sophomore, ran all over the
"favorites" and captured tin’ handsome N(’AA title.
When Terry Small flew to Colo"When I got back there I was
rado last June to compete in the hitting ball like Superman," he
6701 NCAA coif championships he told Spartan Daily recently. "I hit
the ball better than I ever have
before.
"It’s amazing to be able to
HERB’S
play ball that well for seven days,"
Chevron Station
he continued.
Small commented that only unSTOP AT THE
favorable weather hindered his
SIGN OF
week-long performance.
BETTER
SERVICE
Whatever your needs in the way of
auto services, from a tankful of gas
to an engine tune-up, you can be
sure they’ll get prompt expert attention at reasonable student rates.
OIL CHANGE
LUBRICATIONS
FRONT WHEELS
BEARINGS PACKED
RELINED
BRAKES ADJUSTED AND
TIRES BALANCED
MO1OR TUNE-UP
C., ’re, I Ph and William St,

AS YOU
LIKE IT,
CH-ARLIE
BROWN
THE NEW

PEANUTS’
CARTOON 13001(1

by Charles M. Schulz
I yOur College
bookstore

ONLY $

1=

Small Withstands Elevation, Heat To Win

There
goes the
greatest
Hamlet of
our day

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.

"It was very dry, the hut, 95
degree, sun was always shining,
and the wind was terrible. The
pain of dryness was enough to distract me twin concentration," he
declared.
One principal factor that the
husky Spartan found favorable
was his heavy weight -205 pounds.
Small’s lightweight opponents
discovered they could not match
his ability to withstand four
straight days of 36-hole golf at
Colorado Springs’ 4,0(X) ft. elevation.
Lightweight golfers found It
arduous to combat the high-alti-

tune pressure and the 12 mile
walk around the course foe long
periods of time.
Next summer Small will defend
his title when the NCAA golfers
battle at Citatanoogs, Tenn.
He is certain that he will again
emerge on top. "I don’t enter amthing I don’t expect to win," he
declared with the optimism thai
comes from years a experienc,
Ilis record shows he’s not joking
Al the age of 10 he began
ing golf and has never stopped
In junior high school he play.’ i
nearly every day and won his agc
divisions of several tournamentSeveral top tournaments fell n.
him in high school, including lin.
Soo I il,rn
junior chain-

TYPEWRITER RENTALS
Special Student Rates

$7.00 for 1 month
$18.00 for 3 months

F.
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Ski Wear
Roffe

Bogner

Roque

Temco

Meqqi

Skiis

Boots
Stroll
Kof I oc is
Henke

PISA

Head
Hart
Hustle

Continental

We Specialize in the Finest Ski Equipment Available
Quilted Ski Parkas
Koflach
After Ski Boots
Stretch Pants

SPECIAL RENTAL SALE

CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES

ROBERTS TYPEWRITER CO.
CY 4 1215

I.

rtz =Dia
RECORDS

AN EXCITING DIMENSION
IN NOVELTY
ENTERTAINMENT

THE callgq

wick
was

LN 24110 BN 26110*
Rolf Harris, the King of Novelty, per.
forms such happy songs as "Click Go
the Shears," "The Farmer Went Out for
Some Beer," "The Wild Rover" and
others.

Max
Moth
Play%
’Theme
Era

LN 24106 BN 26106*
Enjoy the Ragtime Era with specialist
Max Morath. He romps through such
colorful tunes as "Cakewalkin’ Shoes,"
’’Dorianna," "Hello, Ma Baby" and
others.

Here’s

Godfrey
Cambridge’
Ready or net,,,

FLM 13101
With wickedly pungent satire and wit,
Cambridge dramatizes vital issues and
comments with disarming innocence on
the fads and foibles of our times.
Cambridge is hilarious!
ssrunc,eares T U Melte Is u Ss

Representatives of Los Angeles County will be on campus October 26-27
to interview graduating Seniors for entry-level positions in the following
career field’,;

SPARTAN GOLFER TERRY SMALL shows his teeing form that
helped him capture the 1964 NCAA golf title at Colorado
Springs last June. His score also was a contributing factor in
landing SJS a fourth place NCAA finish.
-

Administration
Auditing
Civil Engineering

Phantom Strikes Again??
Signs Warn SJS Lineman
Its JIM MePTIERSON
"Bill Ilolland, your knee won’t
last the WSU (Washington St.)
game . . . The Phantom."
"Bill Holland, third quarter,
knee goes ... The Phantom."
’Thes4-arenamples of numerous
hand-written signs found everywhere on campus since Monday,
Oct. 12. Just what the signs mean
and who the "Phantom" is, lies
in mystery.
Bill Holland is a first-string
tackle for the SJS football team.
He admits having a knee operation
this past summer but denies that
it has affected his playing in any
way this season.
During a telephone interview,
Bill showed little concern: "Yes,
I know all about the signs-they’re all over the gym, too. I
probably have some enemies but
I have no idea who is responsible
for this."
John Simmons, athletic publicity
director, was uninformed of the
"Phantom" notes until called, in
an effort to locate Hollani. Said
Simmons, "What signs and where?
We do get concerned about this
type of thing you know."
Whether or not there is any
substance to the "Phantom’s" prediction, will be an unanswered
question until the SJS-WSU contest.

($516
($560)
($677

Visit Your Placement Office Now!

But one thing is sure: Whoever
the "Phantom" is, he is not likely ;
to show his face. That is, unless ;
he’s bigger than 6 ft. 2 in., 235
lb. Holland.

County of Los Angeles Civil Service Commission
Office of Campus and Field Recruitment
222 N. Grand Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
4

Pinup:

Gant advocates...

Theta Chi Falls
To Phi Sigs, 20-0
linlicaten I’M Sigma Kappa look
a giant step towards its second
straight fraternity football league
championship Tuesday by clobbering previously unbeaten Theta
(’hi.
Other unbeatens, Delta Upsilon,
Sigma Chi and SAE al,so took
wins. DU shut out Sigma Pi, 12-0,
SAN blanked Theta Xi, 18-0 and
Sigma Chi beat PiKA, 6-0.
Sigma Nu bombed Lambda
Chi Alpha, 20-0; ATO twored In
the last few sex’ Is to heat
Epsilon, 6-2, and DSP
thrashed Sigma Alpha Mu, 13-0.
In today’s feature games DU
13-01 tackles Theta Chi (2-11,
Phi Sigs 13-01 meet Theta Xi
(1-21, SAE (3-0) battles PiKA
10-3) and Sigma Chi (2-0-11 engages Lambda Chi Alpha (1-21.
Dick MeMillan pawed the Phi
Sigs to their win, running for
one score and catching a pass
for another TD.

for change of pace...

interesied in eilher
freshman or varsity swimming and
(living are asked to attend a meeting tomorrow at 3 p.m. at the
men’s pooL

In town or country

this Gant Pin -Tab oxford ...it goes handsomely with tweeds or worsteds.1
Worth noting: its distinctive double striping in navy, green or burgundy. Like

all.

Gant shirts, Pin -Tab oxford has Ølan in a gentlemanly manner. In trim Hugger or
regular body. About.$7 at discerning stores.

Swimmer’s Meet

LI I I=2
5, ,
1564 Gant Shatetakers

i. 71

__
_

Open Thurs.-Fri. Nifes =
Camino Real
,--.7 2931 El
E
muillIlt It III IIItiitIiiiIiiIIlIhIlIiiIIlhilhthiiIhhiIliIIhihhiilIiIlhIIiIiII)IIIII II) II 1111 III

Los Angeles County Announces

From $59.50

’1"011

... the serious shop for serious skiers. We know
skiing. We specialize in the best of everything you
need ...skis, poles, bindings, boots,
apparel... and in matching equipment to your individual style and
skill. Buying or renting, ask for our
HEAD,
advice...and rely on our experience.

E

Late model UNDERWOODS and ROYALS
OL IVETTI-UNDERWOOD PORTABLES

57 So, 4th St.

SKI
HEADQUARTER

=

NY-Cards Finale
In St. Louis Today 2
The Ne 1 mi. 1 IllieeS es t ertia used the homertiii ha II I
pelt lit,’ St. Louis Cantina I,
the Lk
8-3, rhos
Series. Into a 3-3 lie.
i II
’I’totlat’a %Cries: decider
take place in St. I. s, beam
ning at II a.m., PST.

McPhetres
Cope &

E
E.

1\/1

N
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Engineers To Meet Tonight in [132

Dr. Zidnak Terms
Book ’Exaggerated’

The Student Association iif Ma- it its turtling tonit,dit, 7:30 p iii
terials and Metallurgical Engineers El:12
SAMME
1.111111. curlicue commuitit
will hear an lain -null
1i, dt Ivied arriorilIng
alk by Dr. Ralph Pitrkrnat, ml)
he MateriaLs Science Departincnt Sod: adt S.) SIMI’: President

ma,

INS

Ms

BARBLR
SI IOPS

"It is an exaggerated picture id Ittols everything." Dr. Zidnak
iver-population in the future," said pointed out.
Governors become disappointed
Dr. Peter Zidnak, professor 01
I when the people aren’t as good as
husiness. yesterday, in the first
they were thought to be.
Isiok talk of the semester in CafeConsequently, the second phase
teria A and B at 12:30 p.m.
begins. In this phase, the governDr. Zidnak referred to "The ment forces the people "to be good
Warning Seed" written by An- by brutality," Dr. Zidnak related.
thony Burgess, a science fiction
When brutality falls to force the
intvel ciinverned with the problem people to be good, "complete
1,1 in,’ I Oat ion enn rol.
chaos" results and a reversal of
OVVI’lli1111111-11i1111 is values occurs.
III
esautt, ,, rated, but in another scene
1r, Dr Zidnak.
11 1.11.1
’’II,,’
In the ;list on;
into !Mite
t4i
Iorient believes 11111
"I)ClIert ably, he wants to he 144)0(1.
1)1.. Zidnak described.
"Group desires are kept under
The Spartan Oriocci Club will
.11,1 t
rol, and the state con - present a sports night and danee

" -rag s-"

,

318 south 10th st
410 snot, 10th st.
OPEN ON MONDAY
293.9955
293-9816

Oriocci Plans
ports Night

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
AimouNCemitas

PI 1.1.1 r-t

).

NT ID

I

111
rfrnlim atom,. $40 up

APPA 1111 ’
IJRN

ill’
AIRI 114 RESIRVAtotFk

GIBSON

, 211
TA,sei A
WANTED: Advisor for Jewish yrrk.r.
Art
&
Music work shop, Pay at,
group.
Mr. Mirkin, 297.6193, Mrs, Seigle, 264
"Ctftk:
FRESHMEN: Vote for Donna 5,.:.j,

7

DcAFTiIG

SET
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Buy Daily CLASSIFIEDS ... Get Results!
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buy,
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nounce anything, just fill out
and clip this handy order
blank. Send to: Spartan
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San Jose State College, San
JOSS 14, Calif.
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Miss Takahashi reminds those
planning to participate in basketball or volleyball to bring their
own tennis or gym shoes. Rooks
for the drive are not required for
admission.

\
1:to
’II I.).).
lititiel, 8 p.m., Newman Hall. 79
S. Fifth St.. Dr. Robert W. Zaslow, assistant professor of psychology and Billet adviser, will
speak on "Implications of "The
Deputy.’"
Folk Music Club. 8 p.m., M250,
members are requested to bring
their instruments.
Signut Delta CM, 7:30 p.m..
.111K plans for send Mime edition.
Rapt bit Stu& n t Union, 7:30
topic:
Memorial Chapel,
p.m.,
"Love, Courtship and Marriage."
students’ Economic Association.
7 p.m.. T1155.
SAMME. 7:30 p.m., it:132, informal lecture and slides of "An
Engineer in the South Pacific."
Wilt Volleyball, 7 p.m., Milt 101.
TOMORROW:
Pistol Team, 9:30
California National Guard Armory, 240 N. Second St.., practice.
German Club, 8 p.m., 1793 McLaughlin Ave.
Industrial Technology Society,
1:30 p.m., Administration Building
of the Ford Motor Company, Capitol and Main Streets, Milpitas,

Scholarship Forms
Available Now

Singing goes better refreshed.
And Coca-Cola - with that special zing
but never too sweet ref re:,hes best.
tltiiig’-

1
With

Coke
Bottled under the authority of I he Coca Cola Cempany by
Cm.’ Cilia Bottling Company III 5411 lose, San Jose, Califoin;
Pill. Ott icirtt,

Post-Grad
slacks by
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MIN
You’re probably too tall to fit
into a suit of armor but just
right for the long and lean
look of these pants. Post Grads trim you up and taper
you down. They’re noble and
mobile and absolutely authentic. Neat belt loops. Narrow
but-not-toonarrow cuffs
Shaped on scam pockets
You can look better than Gal
ahad for a pittance since they
cost but $6.98 a pair in 65%
Dacron* 35% Cotton. Buy
’em and yoicks!
Uu Pont’s Reg TM tor as Polyester Far

Address

BRAKES
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Perhaps you have not yet ft/primped the indwelling, delivering.
saving power of lestis 0Misl in pm Ille Perhaps you do net know the
cleansing and renewing which nnly tie can hang testis Christ does not
propose leading you down a narrow road of self negation, but down
path of fulfillment and happiness He wants you to reach mkt
potential as a man or woman, sex included, that you may know life to
Its fullest and deepest. Let Jesus Christ lead you today.

BALANCE
Contemporary Christians on Campus

SPARTAN WILSHIRE SERVICE
Pen Ad lor 7/1/4/!, Days (Circle rlaisl

452
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Santa Clara at
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Sorrow

’’It any man he in Christ he is a new creatien. old things have
passed away, hehold all things air become new " (2 rorinthinians Si I).
Becoming a Christian involves a total hanslormatinn of a human
!ming and a new set of ideals and goals This is why the Apostle Paul
:peaking in the strength of God’s Spirit admonishes Christians not to
rontimie tn their former ways which are inconsistent with their relationship to Jesus Christ.
"Do you not knnw that the unrighteous will not inherit the kingdom
of God? Do not be deceived; neither the immoral, nor idolaters. nor
adulterers, nor homosexuals, nor thieves, nor the greedy, nor drunkards.
nor revilers, nor robbers, will inherit the kingdom of God, And such were
some nf yen. hut you were washed, ynii were sanctified, you were lush
(hie
Jesus Christ and in the Spirit of our Cod "
iname
naanms 69
I ordsu

(With A.S.t3
TRY US SOON FOR
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Mom and more today sex is being billed as "the thing, to do." and
attiring collegians there is often little concern about the right and wrong
at tree sexual expiession Sonic who lents al nrarriage as the ultimate
place for sex openly advocate premarital "experience" as if one were in
liaising far marriage. ()trite a few think that the sexual drive is in the
same class is physical Minitel. Justifying their immorality by claiming
that repression breeds neurosis. The wrong kind of sex not only never
satisfies but does lead to emotional problems, guilt, and anxiety from
which some people never ler:over. Perhaps you are among those who are
discovering these "facts of life" by experience. As much as one would
like to believe otherwise at times. the "right" and "wrong" of sex are
established laws of our being which, when violated, inevitably have unhappy consequences.
Orr Creator has given man strong drives for procreation, and a great
potential for love, The Christian view of sex is not one of repression and
Puritanical self-denial, but one which calls attention to the one proper
channel of sexual expression which God has provided Within the bounds
nt holy matrimony sex is beautiful and sacred, complementing other aspects of the relationship to produce deep lies of love. God alone provides
the self-control we need in single life, and God alone can bring true
sexual freedom and fulfillment within marriage. Only when God is in
control, however, are the energies and drives of a fallen nature channeled into their proper use.
Our Lord Jesus Christ amplifies God’s view of sex by pointing to
the motive of the heart as well as the overt act, for morality is deeper
than deeds and stronger than the surface behavior. In fact, said Jesus;
’You have heard that it was said, ’You shall not commit adultery,’ but
I say to you that everyone who looks at a woman lustfully has already
to:omitted adultery with her in his heart." (Matthew 5:27-26).
The key to self control in matters of sex, and to true morality in
tekteage or outside of marriage is a personal relationship to Jesus Christ
alnne can change that depraved human heart which is bent on
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Applications are now available
tin. the 82,700 Rhodes Scholarship
iiimpetition for the 1965-66 aca- **********************Ano
demic year, according to Donald
Post-Grad Slacks are
It. Ryan, assistant to the dean of
available at:
rut wient a, and campus scholarship
adviser.
In fluster to qualify for the seliol-irship, one must be a male student, citizen of the United States,
unmarried and between 18 and 24
years of age.
Valley Fair in the
Students who wish to apply may
College Shop
obtain details at the Office of the
Dean of Students, ADM269, by to (street floor)
morn"
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The SJS IntercollegiatiTeam will hold Its semestei
ganimitional meeting today at 3:30
In IA219.
All persons with sons.. expel;
enee or definite interest in Brit;
the .22 caliber target rifle has;
been invited to attend this riled int’
’The equipment, rifles and ammunition are furnished by the Associated Student hods.

btreitukss,
relal eel,, personnel mant17 ur agement majors for insurance inspectors citizenship required and
’i-I Male, only.
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RAMS} IED APT

TR 4

tomorrow night, 7:30-12:30 in the
women’s gym.
Program features include volleyball, basketball, ping pong and
dancing. Music will be provided by
rock’n’rell records. The dance is
open to SJS students and the generai public.
The purpose of Spartan Orioeci,
acconling to Carole Takahashi,
chairman, is to acquaint
occidental students with Oriental
ways and customs, and to provide
a common meeting ground for, and
better relations between Oriental
and occidental students.
A hook drive is incorporated into
this year’s program in order to aid
last year’s club president Harold
Iwashita, now serving with the
Peace Corps, to start a library in

ts
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